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The goal of the thesis was to make available a reference for the
beginning appreciation of stained glass windows.

It was designed for the

person who has no prior experience in stained glass, and therefore the
information is kept general and non-technical.

A short history of stained

glass is contained within the first section, and the second section is a
self-guided tour of stained glass in West Portland.
The historical information was pieced together from the library
resources of Portland State University.

The subject itself is difficult,

2
as extensive reference material and primary sources are simply not
available.
The second section was designed specifically for the Portland
resident.

Seven churches and a synagogue were selected within walking

distance of one another.

A map is included, and the reader is urged to

take this self-guided tour.

The data was gathered from church records,

newspaper articles, the Oregon Historical Society, professional glass
craftsmen and signatures on the windows.

After extensive research, it

is discouraging to note that almost no information on Portland stained
glass is available.

This is attributed in part to the attitude of many

of the relative unimportance of stained glass, and the habit of church
records and newspaper accounts to limit their reports to personalities
rather than facts.
Since the basic theme of the thesis deals with a visual art, it was
necessary to relate as much visual information as possible.

Twenty-five

photographs were chosen from reference books, the British Museum, the
Oregon Historical Society and private collections.

Calligraphy, maps and

drawings are also included.
The thesis is limited in scope and written primarily for Portland
residents and visitors.
sions.

It is an introduction which presents no conclu-

It is a beginning reference for those who have just begun to take

notice of stained glass.
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PREFACE
"This is the law of creation, the law of maintenance, the law of
evolution.

Something is created, it is maintained, and while it is

maintained it evolves, teaches the height of evolution and then dissolves.
This cycle of creation, maintenance, evolution and dissolution continues
and in this continuity the life of the universe flows on."
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
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GLASS AND WINDOWS FROM EGYPT TO CHARTRES
2000 B.C.

Excavations of Beni Hasam, Egypt.

Fragments of flat poured

glass, probably formed part of a translucent window inclosure.
15801085 B.C.

New Kingdom Egypt.

First evidence of extensive glass

production.
600 B.C.

Assubanidal's cuneiform tablets.

Glass composition same as

used today.
Before
306 B.C.

Far Eastern windows made by arranging small gem-like pieces
of glass in perforated wooden or stone panels.

206 B.C.220 A. D.

Han Dynasty.

First known glass production in China.

Glass

used to decorate bronze vessels.
200 B.C.79 A.D.

Pompeii.

Clear glass windows set directly into small

openings in stone work, also held in place by bronze lattice
fixed with nuts and screws.
100 B.C.

Invention of the blowpipe in Syria.
possible.
New Testament references to glass:
I Corinthians 13:12
II Corinthians 3:18
James 1:23
Revelations 4:6
Revelations 15:2
Revelations 21:18

Mass production now

3

300 A.D.

Cologne.

Center of glass production for Roman Empire.

337 A.D.

Predentius writes of St. Paul's beyond the walls of Rome,
"In the windows are displayed glass of varied colors, as
brilliant as the fields of flowers in spring."

400 A.D.

Clear glass windows used in Constantinople.

Contemporary

poet's description of the installation of a Byzantine
window in a church at Lyons.
550 A.D.

Venetians and Near Eastern craftsmen installed glass windows
in the first Notre Dame of Paris.

6th Century
A.D.

First glaziers guild established in France.
Windows are mentioned by St. Jerome.
St. Gregory writes that the glass panes of the church of
Yzeures-sur-Creuse were removed by a thief who thought they
were infused with precious metals.

680 A.D.

Benedict Biscap, Abbot of Wearmouth, sent to Gaul for
glaziers to install windows in churches at Jarrow and
Wearmouth.

743 A.D.

Winter palace of the Ommiad caliph Hisham, at Khirbat a1Mafjar near Jericho.

Finest examples of window technique

developed in Islamic East.

Pieces of glass held together

in stucco trellis, alternating stucco and glass to create
architectonic and plant motifs.

864 A.D.

Stories of St. Ludger (d. 809 A.D.) tell of a blind maiden
who regained her sight as the light of dawn began to reveal
the figures in the glowing windows.

905 A.D.
I

Chronicle of St. Remy of Rheims mentions that windows told
various stories.

4

979 A.D.

Limoges, France.

Venetian colony of glass workers

accredited with inventing the technique of permanently
painting on glass.

969988 A.D.

Adalberon, Bishop of Rheims rebuilt his cathedral and
decorated it with figurative windows.
i

1065 A.D.

Prophet windows in Augsburg, Bavaria.

Believed to be the

oldest complete stained glass windows in existence.
1081 A.D.

"Ascension" windows at Le Mans.

1134 A.D.

Cistercian Order forbade the use of colored glass, figures,
or crosses.

Clear glass only; did permit plant or

geometrical motifs.
1140 A.D.

Abbot Suger rebuilds his church.

1194 A.D.

Chartres west front survives the fire, saving three large
Romanesque windows.

12001240 A.D.

Windows of Chartres completed.

II

EGYPT
The first evidence of extensive glass production begins in Egypt in
the New Kingdom (1580-1085 B.C.).
techniques for working glass.

The Egyptian developed three distinct

The first and oldest was simply making

glass, which was later cut and polished for inlay and jewelry.

Glass was

so difficult to make that the value of an imitation glass ruby was as much
as the ruby itself.

The second method was borrowed from bronze casting.

Small vessels were made by casting and rolling hot glass onto a solid sand
core, which was later removed.

The third development was in making flat

glass, which was then used in combination with stucco to create,
. . . a translucent screen for sealing windows and other types
of apertures. The excavations of Beni Hasam in Egypt have brought
to light fragments of flat poured glass, which date from the
beginning of the second millenium B.C., and probably formed part
of translucent window closures. l
Egypt, Mesopotamia, and most of the Mediterranean produced glass,
and by 100 B.C. the Syrian knowledge of iron made possible the invention
of the blowpipe.

Mass production was now possible, and Roman civilization

became in part economically dependent upon glass. 2
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Figure 1.

Fall of the Angels 1420 A.D.

III
INTERLUDE
The evolution of windows from Egypt to Chartres remains obscured
because of the lack of examples.

Glass is a frail material, which must

be pampered if it is to survive.

A few literary fragments refer to

windows, but no definite information is available concerning construction
or materials.

The most interesting description is by Prudentius in

337 A.D., who wrote about the church of Saint Paul's, beyond the walls of
Rome, "In the windows are displayed glass of varied colors, as brilliant
as the fields of flowers in spring.,,3
Before 79 A.D., in Pompeii and later in Constantinople, small sheets
of clear glass were set into bronze or wooden frames.

Perhaps St. Paul's

windows were of a similar construction, substituting colored glass for
clear.
These simple colored windows were the European predecessor of
Chartres Cathedral.

Eight hundred more years would be needed for the

development of two additional techniques and the evolution of Gothic
thought.
The first technical innovation occured sometime between the 6th
and 10th centuries.

Metallurgy advanced enough to allow the production

of thin strips of grooved lead and a means of soldering the lead together.
The flexible lead could replace the wooden frames.

The lead was strong

enough to carry the weight of the glass and soft enough to mold around
small and irregular pieces.

The artist could now make great er use of the
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available glass and was freed from the limitation of a rigid frame.
Designing with squares gave way to graceful curves and circles.
The second technical innovation was a way to permanently adhere
paint onto glass.

The writings of Saint Ludger (d. 809 A.D.) state that

glass windows were not only composed of pieces of different colors, but
they were also ornamented with painting. 4

It is believed that this

painting was done with ordinary transparent pigments.

The painting could

be protected by sandwiching it between two pieces of glass.

It would be

preserved as long as the glass remained intact.
In 979 A.D. in Limoges, France, a colony of Venetian glassworkers
are accredited with inventing grisaille. 5

Grisaill~ (from the French

word "grisailler," to paint grey), originally referred to a method of
permanently painting on glass. 6

A mixture of iron or copper oxide would

be combined with crushed glass and resin and brushed onto the surface of
a piece of glass.

By firing this at a low temperature, the resulting

brownish-black enamel would adhere to the window glass.
number of patterns and details could now be realized.

An infinite
Hands, faces, and

drapery could be articulated, and the painterly quality was used to soften
and control light.

Calligraphy on glass added dates, the names of saints,

and passages from the bible.
The technology for building stained glass windows was, coincidentally,
available at the beginning of an age which needed it most.

It is hard to

think of Gothic man as coming out of the dark, when you consider what was
involved in making a single window.
The raw materials of sand and soda and ash would be collected and
fired in a furnace to temperatures in excess of 2500° F.

The furnace,

9

Figure 2.

David, Daniel, and Jonah 1065 A.D.

fueled only by wood, would devour a small forest.

Furnaces would be

constantly dismantled and reestablished near another fuel supply.

As the

sand melts into glass, its consistency is not dependent upon heat alone,
but also upon time.

The amount of time glass is maintained at a specific

temperature and allowed to cool affects its color and hardness.

Although

man had no knowledge of chemistry, he discovered how to obtain colors;
blue from cobalt, violet from manganese and green from copper.

The reds

from copper and iron were so opaque that they were thinly coated onto
layers of clear glass.

Metallurgy was important for the strips of lead

which held the glass together, solder which fused the lead, and the
enormous iron frames, which were embedded into the masonry for supports.
We should take into consideration the genius of the glassmakers, the
designers, cutters, painters, and the average workers who hoisted a
window a hundred feet into the air and set it snugly into place. 7
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Figure 3.

Bohemia glass workers 15th century.

IV
GOTHIC
In 1137 A.D., Louis the VII became King of France and married
Eleanor of Aquitaine.

In 1140 A.D., Abbot Suger of St. Denis decided to

rebuild his church and the Gothic age was visually born. 8

Suger used

sumptuous, jewel-like stained glass to reflect the wealth of his Abbey
and the magnificence of heaven. 9

Each window was considered to be of

enormous value, and Abbot Suger wrote of his protective measures,
Now, because [these windowR] are very valuable on account of
their wounderful execution and the profuse expenditure of painted
glass and sapphire glass, we appointed an official craftsman for
their protection and repair
. who would receive their
allowances . . • coins from the alter and flour from the common
storehouse of the brethern, and who would never neglect their
duty to look after these [works of art].lO
The architecture of the Abbey and of all the following structures
quite literally supported the windows, and stained glass as a major art
form was totally dependent upon architecture.

Gothic man used his

powers of reason to support faith, and he used materials to reflect the
immaterial.

He built a structure of stone to validate miracles and

bridge the gap between the natural and the supernatural.

Architecture

became a conception of space, and man worked with voids and infinity.
Through his reasoning mind, he logically designed and constructed a
building in which space was no longer rational.

This acceptance of

unlimited space, submerged the self into suggested infinity.
stone and glass, man could have a peek at God.
a quote by Abbot Suger of Saint Denis. 11
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prohibition did allow grisaille, which refers to a type of window, usually
monochromatic and often decorative, using intricate floral or geometric
patterns.

These windows reflect a belief in a simpler, less complicated

life, that rejects wealth and appearances.

There are few surviving

examples of grisaille, perhaps they are not as cherished.

Figure 4.

Ornamental grisaille first half of 13th century.

St. Bernard of Clairvaux was one of the most influential churchmen
of the twelfth century, and he wrote,
The church is reRplendent in her walls, beggarly in her poor;
she clothes her stones in gold, and leaves her sons naked; the
rich man's eye is fed at the expense of the indigent. The
curious find their delight here, yet the needy find no relief.
Do we not revere at least the images of the Saints, which swarm
even in the inlaid pavement whereon we tread? Men spit
oftentimes in the Angel's face . . . 12
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Although Bernard

and Suger represented extreme points of view, both men were friends and
eaeh was searching for God.

Figure 5.

Detail, Virgin and Child center section about 1145 A.D.

Abbot Hamon visited Chartres when it was under construction, and he
wrote to his Brothers in Normandy.
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Economics alone cannot account for the tremendous energy
generated in the twelfth century when Paris was the intellectual
capital of the Western World.

The lIe de France, a flexible area en-

circling Paris, was to create eighty cathedrals and five hundred
churches within a single century.

With the limited technology and

crude tools that were available, this building fervor must be considered
a miracle. 14
The designs for stained glass are similar to those in other
mediums.

Early stained glass borrowed heavily from enamel work, and

contemporary illumination.

Later, as windows gained prestige, book

illustrations would attempt the same results as windows by outlining
the contours of figures.

Mosaics, more than any other art form, are

allied to stained glass, and both are intricately wedded to architecture.
Mosaics were partly responsible for the seemingly instant birth of the
use of windows.
Mosaics are constructed from small cubes of ceramics and colored
glass set into plaster.

Their different textures and thicknesses ,

combined with the uneveness of the wall, reflected light, as an almost
"shinunering, moving surface. illS

The small cubes reflected the light

unevenly, which created a greater vibration of color.

Gold leaf was

often sandwiched between clear glass, which helped to create an unworldly'atmosphere.

Mosaics often appear to glow, as though they are

their own light source.

This idea of a wall that gave off light was

directly translated into windows.
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The stained glass windows of the Gothic replace the brightly
colored walls of Romanesque architecture; they are structurally
and aesthetically not openings in the wall to admit light, but
transparent walls. As Gothic verticalism seems to reverse the
movement of gravity, so, by a similar aesthetic paradox, the
stained-glass window seemingly denies the impenetrable nature
of matter, receiving its visual existence from an energy that
transcends it. Light, which is ordinarily concealed by matter,
appears as the active principle; and matter is aesthetically
real only insofar as it partakes of, and is defined by, the
luminious quality of light. 16

Figure 6.

Detail, Solomon before 1240 A.D.

The spirit of Gothic man, his thoughts, and visions, were perfectly
expressed through the transcendental quality of stained glass.

Man had
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just rediscovered the world on the basis of his senses, primarily that of
sight.

Visions and trances were experienced by God's elite, and vision

inducing properties are inherent in intense light.

Sunlight, transmitted

through colored glass, is unparalleled in its brilliance and the inside of
the cathedral became transformed into a mosaic of saturated color, mysterious and etherealized.

Not only the subjects of the windows, but the

windows themselves, turned the light of day into Christian use.
In both philosophy and theology God was Light.

Robert Grosseteste

was a medieval scholar who formed a complex philosophy conceiving of God
as Light:

fl • • •

and the whole material universe as a brilliant sphere

radiating from a central nucleus into the three divisions of space.

All

human knowledge sprang from the spiritual effluence of this primal, uncreated Light.,,17
In theology it would be difficult to find a theme more stongly
emphasized by scripture than God is Light.

The major ideas offered by

Christianity were those of enlightenment and transcendency.

At the close

of every Mass, the priest would read from St. John I, 4, 5 and 9:
him was life; and the life was the light of man.
in the darkness •

"In

And the light shieneth

That was the true Light, which lighteth every man,

that cometh into the world."

19

Figure 7.

Rose window before 1240 A.D.

On the following page is an interpretation of an architectural
structure as a reflection of God. 18

Gothic symbolism transformed all of

nature into a lesson and proof of His existence.
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INTRODUCTION
It would be a delight to go back in time and stroll through the
French cathedrals.

Perhaps sometime we will.

But, we should not feel

dismayed at being where we are, for everywhere has something to offer
and Portland has a few gems of her own.
There are a few places where you need not look for windows.

For

example, government buildings, which are generally devoid of art.
Industrial and commercial architecture, which has bent us into cubes,
does not permit the delicacy of colored light.
not one stained glass window in its collection.

The Museum of Art has
Private homes which once

catered to Victorian taste for windows could be a good source, except
that they are private.
Any study of stained glass in Portland must be done through the
churches, which collectively have the greatest number of windows, all of
which are in their original architectural setting.

The churches are

fulfilling their traditional role of being the patrons and protectors of
stained glass.

The churches are providing the setting needed for the

initial enjoyment of windows.

For part of the magic is to be completely

surrounded by colored light so that you are on the inside of it.
This self-guided tour was developed for individual speed and
personal leisure.
into consideration.

When planning a walking tour, distance must be taken
West Portland has the largest number of older

23
churches within a concentrated area.

Another consideration is access.

Some of the windows that you will walk past can only be seen on Sundays.
All of the selected churches have educational wings, and, with permission,
you can view the windows any weekday.
It is not the function of the tour to explain the process of window
making.

The technical aspects of design and construction cannot be dis-

cussed in so short a paper.

Indeed, it is a life's study.

Nor will the

emphasis be on the history of the buildings or windows, although the
a rt ist, when known, will be discussed.

Figure 8.

Hand rolling glass in Portland.
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The purpose of the tour is very simple.

It is to provide a basic

beginning for the enjoyment of stained glass in Portland and a reference
point for further study.
To view a window of stained glass is to borrow the sun. The
sun comes and goes in its own Time as if to remind us that there
is still a natural and unchangeable Order. Light and Dark.
Work and Rest. Stained glass windows symbolize that flow. They
recall beginnings. l
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Figure 9.

Exterior.

The First Christian Church was completed in 1923, and the windows
were installed soon after.

From the outside, the building appears to

have a coherent and large interior.

Yet through remodeling and the

addition of an education building, the interior space has been divided
into small rooms.

This church contains an impressive number of windows,

yet they are sometimes in obscure places.
found in the basement and the kitchen.

Major figurative windows are

Many of the smaller windows in

stairwells and passageways are themes not usually expressed in stained
glass.

For example, the small window on the second floor, above the main

entrance, contains a campfire, with the inscription "Be Prepared."

In

the sanctuary, above the altar, to the south, is a large window of the
dome of the Capitol, and the inscription "Washington D.C."

The windowH

to the left and right of the altar are victims of remodeling.

They are
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artificially lighted.
All of the windows were made by Povey Brothers Studios. 2

David L.

Povey designed the major windows, yet there is so much individuality in
some of the smaller windows that they may have been designed by a studio
artist.

A commission this large could not have been done by one person

in a short period of time.

Figure 10.

Detail, Povey signature.

The most interesting comparison is the large west sanctuary window
and the window in the choir room, to the south of the sanctuary.

These

windows, which were done within the same year and produced in the same
studio, show a very different treatment of glass.
The sanctuary window, which is signed in the lower right hand
corner, relies on painting on the glass. 3

The feeling is that you are

looking at a painting that has been lighted from behind.

The emphasis of
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the window is on its didactic quality, and the viewer becomes involved
with the story of the window.

The glass transmits an even intensity of

light, and opalescent, or milky white glass, is not used.
the choir room is different in effect.

The window in

The grape leaves are separate

pieces of glass, which imitate the quality of natural leaves.

The oak

leaves in the sanctuary window are painted onto a larger piece of glass.
The robe in the choir room is cut from a piece called "drapery glass."
This white glass was folded when it was made to imitate cloth.

The

sanctuary window drapery is heavily painted on a flat piece of clear
glass.

The choir room window uses different kinds of glass to transmit

different intensities of light.
against its dark background.

The brightness of the robe stands out
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The building was completed in 1894, and the windows date from 1906
to 1959. 4
windows.

In the sanctuary an amazing amount of wall space is given to
At first this is not noticeable because of the balcony which

blocks a great deal of light.

The large window area is made possible by

the use of tracery, which is a wooden or masonry support.

Tracery is

often used to further divide a massive area into more irregular or complex
shapes which can be seen in the three large circular windows.
All of the windows in the sanctuary were made by Povey Brothers
Studio and dedicated from 1906 to 1910.

The north window is composed

primarily of yellows and clear glass, probably designed for maximum
entrance of light.

The theme is more symbolic, which avoids figures, and

thus reduces the need for painting.

The lower panel is monochromatic,

with the single exception of a torquoise-blue cross.
The west and south circular windows are rich in the details of their
borders.

The west border shows three views of a lily,intertwined in a

continuous motif.

The south border shows grapes, leaves, and vines in

nearly perfect combination of glass, paint, and design.

a

The smaller

windows surrounding all three circular ones are the same in design.

They

differ only in detail and color.
Nearly fifty years separates the Povey windows from Albert
Gerlach's north vestibule windows, dedicated in 1959. 5

The wooden

tracery and use of a figurative circle reflects the designs of the
sanctuary.

The clear glass permits light for the practical consideration

of a dark corner.
by Murillo.

The figurative medallion was adapted from a painting

This tradition of translating paintings into windows is

commented on by Mr. Gerlach,
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It is only too true that the popular idea today is a 'picture'
in glass. But what might be a beautiful picture on canvas cannot
be rendered successfully in glass. Symbolic representation is
preferable to pictorial. Symbols are precious because they convey
a wealth of meaning in compact form and enable us to express what
would otherwise be too great for us. 6

Figure 12.

Detail, west circular.

1
rf
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The altar window and the large east and west windows in the
sanctuary (S) were made by Povey Brothers Studio and dedicated in 1906.
They are contemporary with those in the sanctuary of the First Congregational.

The treatment of the intertwining lilies above the altar in

St. James is similar to the border of the west circular window in the
Congregational.

The St. James altar window was not originally intended

to be lit by electricity, but the addition of an educational wing blocked
the original sunlight.
One of the problems in window making is to create a coherent light.
All of the lower panels in the sanctuary use the same design, with changes
in the center section only.

The predominant glass used is a white opal-

escent, which transmits a soft, clear light.

By using the same proportions

of colored glass in each window, a unified interior light is created.

Mr.

Bert Willemse of Scappoose designed and made these lower panels, as well
as the windows in the stairway in the back of the educational wing (E).
These stairway windows were completed in 1959 and reflect the contemporary
idea that the windows should contain large, simple-shaped pieces of clear
color.
The chapel (C) contains one of the most interesting windows i n
Portland.

The "Mission League" window was dedicated in 1898, and there

are no records or reminiscence concerning the craftsman.

There is some

speculation that it was imported, because of the type of lead used.
Certainly imported windows were common, even at this early date, and it
shows how indistinguishable the American and European designers were.
Even the U.S. east and west coast designers often used the same sales
catalogue.

What is unique about the "Mission League" is the sense of
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color.

It is essentially low-keyed color with an intense blue running

through it, like a bright thread through a dark tapestry .
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Mission League.

Color is emotional. You see it everywhere, all around us.
Color plays an important part in the life of everyone. It
changes peoples' moods and is closely interwoven in the fabric
of our daily lives. In working with stained glass my selection
of one piece of colored glass over another is largely emotional,
and therein lies my total involvement. It is a day-to-day love
affair, supremely stimulating and richly rewarding. 7

+

Figure 15.

Exterior.

Recently, much has been written about the Old Church, and historical
information is available about everything but the windows.
The major window is inscribed "Consid e r the Lilies.,,8
was installed sometime hefore 1895.

This window

It has been rumored that it was made

in Rome, but there is no evidence to prove thi s .

Judging from the ' glass,

there is no reason why it could not have been made in Portland.

The

treatment of the lilies is so similar to David Povey's that it may hav e
been made by his firm, although there is no documentation.
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If you examine the brownish glass surrounding the "Consider the
Lilies" medallion, you will notice its irregular color.

All of the glass

has been darkened and pitted, mostly by the wind blowing dirt and sand
against the outside.

This gives the window a softer quality of light than

originally intended.
The most interesting aspect of this window is the designer's use of
white.

The glass in this window is kept dark and subdued, with the

exception of the whiteness of the flowers.
distributed evenly over the entire surface.
light on a field of darkness.

There are over 160 lilies,
They form pinholes of bright

The designer also chose very small pieces

of glass, which break up the light, and contribute to the shimmering
moving surface.
To the north side of the altar is a small window that could easily
be adapted for domestic use.

The designer used variations of the same

color, cut into flowing curves, and accented by yellow and one small green.
The designer also used jewels as accents and areas of interest.
Jewels are made by pressing hot glass into iron molds.

They may be

irregular in shape, or faceted, are often three quarters of an inch thick.
The effect is often the same as a cut diamond.

They absorb more light

because of their relative thickness, and scatter light because of their
multiple surfaces.
sify light.

Jewels are used in windows to concentrate and inten-

They are accents, just as a spot of red accents a sea of

blue.
The large west window in the sanctuary is original and is a good
example of what many windows replaced.

Often a congregation, after

meeting the expense of the building, could not afford to purchase stained
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glass.

Temporary windows would be installed, to be replaced as funds

were available.
and are a

The temporary windows in Kinsman Hall are still intact,

delight~

This church must have been plagued with debts to only

install two windows since 1885.

Figure

l6~

Consider the Lilies.
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Figure 17.

Exterior.

The First Baptist was dedicated in 1894, and within a short time,
all of the smaller windows were completed by Povey Brothers Studio.

In

some ways, these minor windows form an interesting collection of what
could be considered Victorian stained glass.

The designs could easily

have been used in private homes, reflecting the turn of the century taste
for opulence.
The west window on the ground floor, in the northwest vestibule,
is a good example of Povey's mastery of line, use of opalescence, and
preference for using jewels.
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Stained glass necessitates the use of grooved lean to hold the
glass together.

Traditionally, lead has been used structurally, and also

as a black to divide one color from another.
Povey incorporates the lead as a line.

In this northwest window,

There are many leads that are not

structurally needed and do not necessarily divide one color from another.
Instead, the lead forms a swirling, curving line which adds a dynamic
movement to the design.
Povey is also a master in his use of opalescent glass.

Opalescent,

or flaming opal, is milky in appearance, and may be of any color.

It was

not used for windows until John LaFarge and Louis Tiffany started their
window experiments in the l870s.
always easy to use in combination.

Opalescent and clear glass are not
Clear glass transmits a direct light,

but opalescent diffuses and retains light and seemingly softens it.

In

these Baptist windows and especially in the northwest example, Povey uses
opalescents as an accent, in contrast to the other glass, adding a richness
of variety.9

Povey was also fond of the use of jewels, and fills his

windows with every shape and color available.

Jewels reflect the feeling

of abundance and are constantly surprising us in their reflection of
light.
The large west window "Sermon on Mars Hill" was dedicated in 1910.
This window was made by Henry Holiday in England and given by the Failing
family.lO

Although Mr. Holiday never visited the church, a member of the

Failing family did visit him in England, and water color sketches were
exchanged as well as later correspondence.

One can only imagine the

difficulties in transporting so large a window.
In 1931, the north window, "Conununion of the Apostles," was made by
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Figure 18.

w.

Detail, Gerlach signature.

P. Fuller and Company, under the direction of Albert Gerlach. 11

The

design of the central panel was adapted from a painting by Jules Delaunay
(1828-1891).
omitted.

Line is used structurally, opalescents and jewels are

The central panel relies on painting on the glass.

The side

panels appear to be decorative, but symbols are subtly worked into the
design.

Christian iconography is almost a language in itself, where each

sign and symbol represent a saint or martyr or miracle.

Many symbols are

actually older than Christianity and were adapted to meet Christian needs.
Each panel contains six crests, and each crest represents an apostle.

On

the left hand panel is a crest with keys, which stands for Peter, cross
and spear for Philip, eagle for John, staff and script for James, square
and spear for Thomas, and cross for Andrew.

'.
f •
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The First Presbyterian is Portland'R finest example of a Victorian
Gothic building.

The tower 1M doted 1MB7, the main sanctuary was

completed 1n 1890, and by 1899 the church waR dedicated free from debt.
The spire is copper and reaches 185 feet into the air.
massive stone arches and a belfry decorate the exterior.

Pinnacles, dormers,
The interior is

magnificent in detail, and elaborately hand carved by Nicholas Strahan.
All of the windows were made by Povey Brothers Studio.
The oldest part of the church is the chapel.

A large original south

window has been covered by remodeling, but a north window remains in what
is now the choir room.
Lilies."

The subject of this window is "Consider the

The history of this church indicates that because of over-

crowding or conflict, a part of the congregation left and built the present
Old Church.

The subject of the major Old Church window is also "Consider

the Lilies," and both windows are contemporaries.

Figure 20.

Detail, east.
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In the first six churches on the tour, the lily has always been
present.

In borders, and as a major motif, the lily is shown in three

different stages of growth:
bloom.

closed, a side view, and frontally in full

In the Presbyterian Church, the lily is in the choir window,

bordering the east medallion and above the east doorways.
the lily motif may indicate that it was the work of David

Stylistically,
P~vey,

but there

is no documentary evidence.
The east window in the sanctuary is a profusion of jewels, activated
by swirling rhythms of glass and lead.

The cross is very unusual, as it

is composed not of flat glass, but large chunks of chipped and fractured
glass.

The irregularity of the cross glass and its massiveness is

reminiscent of natural rocks.

While Povey was experimenting with these

chunks, Louis Tiffany was picking up translucent

quartz pebbles on the

beach at Montauk and incorporating them into his windows. 12
The sanctuary surrounds you with the warmth of wood, the color of
red brown, and the intricacy of decoration.

The windows designed for this

interior display careful use of light colors, to transmit the maximum
amount of sunlight.
pairs.

The overall design is the same, and windows are in

Lighter glass is used at the tops, gradually becoming darker at

the bottom.

The colors are carefully chosen to complement the interior

wood, and limited to shades of amber, blue, and violets.
The small windows in the vestibule are a designer's delight.
Whimsical and flowing, the colors retain and transmit the sun.

The

jewels throw out small spotlights of sun, everchanging with the day.

c
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The Second Trinity Church, Sixth and Oak, was consecrated in 1873
and destroyed by fire in 1902.

However, the window above the altar was

saved, and it is now in the east wall above the entrance. 13

There is no

further information available on this window, and it is too inaccessible
to study.

It does provide a large amount of clear light, necessary for

such a dark interior, colored by blues and reds.
The windows in the sanctuary (S) and in the chapel (C) were made by
Charles Connick of Boston and completely installed by 1947. 14

To quote

Mr. Connick,
As in color, so in form, stained glass finds expression in
symbolism. It is the underlying ideal, not the surface appearance, the inner reality rather than the exterior manifestation
of nature that we seek to represent in design and pattern. We
strive to convey the essential image in symbolic form.
Our figures and designs are stylized, but we make use of
present-day knowledge of anatomy--designing in expression of
our own times.
All of our designs are built on a geometric and rhythmic
foundation, much as music is written; and the basic structure
supports even the most C9mplicated design. We like a continuous
flow of line and form, but we feel that subject should be contained within medallion shapes, with no truncated figures or
objects cut off in mid air that might be supposed to continue
beyond the confines of the medallion. Unity and integrity of
design and form, and an ethereal rather than earthly aspect is
our objective.
Our work is symbolic rather than realistic. As great music
does not copy the actual sounds of nature, we do not follow her
actual forms, but interpret her patterns and significance in
terms of symbolism. lS
When the present church was consecrated in 1906, Povey Brothers
Studio installed the temporary windows.

They can still be seen in the

entrance ways, and before 1940, all of the windows were of this style.
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Figure 23.

North entrance way.

'fcrnJlt f,etn Israel
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Figure 24.

Exterior.

Temple Beth Israel was dedicated in 1928.

The building itself is

eclectic in style, with a hundred foot dome covering an octagonal base.
All of the windows were made by Albert Gerlach over a twenty year period.
The last window was installed in 1946.
is the major Jewish Holy Days.

The general theme of the windows

The upper half of the windows gives

reference to biblical passages, and the lower half depicts the ceremony
or symbolic objects associated with each holiday.
These are Mr. Gerlach's finest windows, and the only regret is that
they are such a great distance from the viewer.

The windows have an

almost mosaic quality, breaking the light into small, angular pieces of
color.

The stairwell windows, leading to the balcony, can be viewed more
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closely.

The square pieces of cl ear p,lasR Ar e tnterlnced with small

swirls of color and intricate ar enA of

ptltntln~.

The circular window in th{' weRt represents the Torah.
of color is partly due to the dark r ec e R8 surrounding it.

The intensity
The

desi~n

separates the geometry of earth from the more circular areas above.

The

orange flames of the Torah are actually lit by small electric light bulbs.
To quote Mr. Gerlach,
The importance of stained glass in its rel a tion to architecture is not sufficiently appreciated by most people. In a
church or cathedral the colored windows absolutely dominate
the decorative scheme of the interior. Without its glass the
interior of Chartres would be dignified and noble, but its
power to enchant would be gone. 16

Figure 25.

Torah.
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The passing of every hour and every cloud hRS its effect on
the play of subtle color; at no time will any of these magnificent designs look exactly as they were the day or the hour or
the cloud before. They are at their most rewarding and mysterious
on a cloudy day, for as the light slowly strengthens, semi-hidden
or partly perceived details suddenly light up and swim out towards
you from the depth of a darker color. 17

FOOTNOTI':S
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COMPARISON
Comparison of ancient hand-made glass to 20th century machine-made
window glass.

Taken from Samuel R. Scholes Modern Glass Practice,

Chicago (Industrial Publications, 1952), pages 38 and 40.
1, 2 Colorless glasses from Tel el Amarna, Egypt, 1400 B.C.
3 Window glass from about 900 A.D.
4

European machine-made cylinder glass, 1930 A.D.
1

2

3

4

Si0 2

63.72

63.86

68.48

71.74

A1 20 3

1.04

0.65

0.70

1.84

Fe203

0.54

0.67

0.91

0.14

CaO

9.13

7.86

5.71

14.16

MgO

5.20

4.18

5.28

Na20

20.63

22.66

14.95

K20

0.41

0.80

2.83

11.96

MIlO

CuO
S03

0.54

PbO

0.95

0.29
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THEOPHILUS
Writings of the tenth century Monk, Theophilus, on composing
stained glass windows.

Book II, Chapter XVII, taken from A Documentary

History of Art, Elizabeth Holt, editor, Garden City, New York (Doubleday,
1957), pages 5 and 6.
When you wish to compose glass windows, first make for yourself
a flat wooden table, of such breadth and length that you can work
upon it two portions of the same window [lay every window field
double on it]; and taking chalk, and scraping it with a knife over
all the table, sprinkle water everywhere, and rub it with a cloth
over the whole. And when it is dry, take the dimensions of one
portion of the window in length and breadth, marking it upon the
table with rule and compass with the lead or tin; and if you wish
to have a border in it, portray it with the breadth which may
please you, and in the pattern you may wish. Which done, draw out
whatever figures you will, first with the lead or tin, then with a
red or black colour, making all the outlines with study, because
it will be necessary, when you have painted the glass, that you
join together the shadows and lights according to the [drawing on
the] table. Then arranging the different tints of draperies, note
down the color of each one in its place; and of any other things
which you may wish to paint you will mark the. colour with a letter.
After this take a leaden cup, and put chalk, ground with water, into
it: Make two or three pencils for yourself from hair, either from
the tail of the ma.rten, or badger, or squirrel, or cat, or the mane
of an ass, and take a piece of glass of whatever kind you like,
which is in every way larger than the place upon which it is
superposed, and fixing it in the ground of this place, so that you
can preceive the drawing upon the table through the glass, so
portray with the chalk the outlines upon the glass. And if the
glas8 should be 80 thick [opaque] that you cannot perceive the
lines which are upon the table, taking white glass, draw upon it,
and when it is dry place the thick glass on the white, raising it
against the light, and as you look through it, so portray it. In
the same manner you will mark out all kinds of glass. Whether
for the face, or in the draperies, in hands, in feet, in the
border, or in whatever place you intend to place the colours.
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POVEY
The information below was kindly given during interviews with David
Povey's daughter, Mrs. Polly Povey Thompson.

It is hoped that sometime

in the future more scholarly work can be written on Mr. Povey's windows.
David L. Povey was born in 1865 and died in 1924, the son of a
stained glass window maker from St. Louis.
Cooper Union in New York.

David Povey studied art at

He moved to 'Portland and married the daughter

of Peter Hobkirk, a general contractor.

David and his brothers George

(b. 1850) and John (b. 1867) established Povey Brothers Glass Company in
1888, incorporated in 1893.

John worked the shop and George soon left

for the Spanish American War.
David Povey was a dynamic, well-liked individual, as well as a
businessman, excellent: craftsman and artist.

Although others helped

design and make the windows, Mr. Povey personally supervised every aspect
of a commission, from design to choice of color for a leaf and actual
installation.
David Povey felt that everyone knew who made his windows, and it
was neither habit nor tradition to use signatures.

By 1923, it became

obvious that there was so much confusion in authenticating his work of
the past thirty years that his last major commission, the First Christian
Church, is signed.
After Mr. Povey's sudden death in 1924, his sons inherited the
business.

In 1928 it was sold to W. P. Fuller and Company.
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Advertisement from the Portland Architectural Club 2nd Annual
Exhibition Yearbook , 1909 .

Pion e er Pan e l in Strowhl-id ge Mem o ri a l \ V inuo w . D cs il,"n c d . E x ec ut e d a nd
S cotti s h Rit e Ca th e dral. Portland . Ore gon

BY

POVEY BRO THERS
GLASS C O MPANyT
Designers and Manufac t urer s of

)tl rtistic ~ lass
For Eccl es iastical and

Dom es tic Purpos es-

F I FTH A ND F LA NDER S S T S. , PORTLAND, O R EG ON

pla ct' d in
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FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
The following is taken from a pamphlet, First Congregational Church,
History and Memorials, printed sometime after 1959.

It is typical of the

historical information available on stained glass windows.
WINDOWS IN THE SANCTUARY
The West Window, dedicated in the fall of 1906, is a memorial to
Wilhelmina F. Kribs given by her husband, Frederick A. Kribs. The
upper section depicts "The Woman at the Well." The section below
the balcony consists of five panels. The three central ones portray "The Marys' discovery of the Tomb," the south, "Christ bidding
farewell to his Mother," and the north, "The Ascension." The color-"
ing runs from dark in the south to light in the north.
The South Window, dedicated in 1910, was given by the Ladies Aid
Society in Memory of Rev. T. E. Clapp, who conceived and perfected
the plans for the church building. The idea shown is one of
ministry. The upper portion portrays the "Blessing of Little
Children," depicts seventeen figures and uses 5,000 pieces of glass.
The panels below the balcony show the functions of a true Minister:
Teaching, "The Rich Young Ruler," Pastoral, "The Good Shepherd,"
Preaching, "The Steps of the Temple." In separating panels are the
adoring angels.
The North Window is a memorial to Samuel Morse Smith given by his
wife, Marie A. Smith. It was dedicated in July, 1910. The upper
portion is a Rose Window. The lower panels consist of a Gothic
Cross in the center and on either side the A, "Alpha" and 0 "Omega."
The window in the North Vestibule, dedicated on Feb. 14, 1932 by
the Silver Circle in memory of the departed members of the Circle,
represents "The Holy Family."
The window in the South Stairway in memory of Charles Hansen was
given by his family. It was dedicated in 1959.
The window in the South Vestibule in memory of Helen E. Wagner
was given by her husband, Lieut. Col. A. A. Wagner. It was
dedicated in 1958.
Windows in the Chapel, dedicated on May 24, 1953, are in memory
of Delia B. Evans, 1909-1952, given by friends of the church and
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her family; in memory of Frank Hain Johnston, 1890-1952, given
by his sons; and in memory of Walter Wilson Crosby, 1886-1932,
given by his wife.
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GERLACH
The information below was given during an interview with Mrs.
Albert Gerlach.
Albert Gerlach, born 1884 in Chicago, was educated in public schools
and the Chicago Art Institute.
under A. A. Leyendecker.

lIe served a stained glass apprenticeship

Before coming to Portland, he was an artist for

Giannini and Hilgart Studios in Chicago.
After the death of David Povey, his sons David and Darriel, kept the
business going by hiring Albert Gerlach in 1925.

When W. P. Fuller bought

out Povey Brothers in 1928, Gerlach went to work for Fuller as their head
designer.

Mr. Gerlach retired in 1950.

Albert Gerlach was very active in the artistic community of Portland.
He was twice President of the Oregon Society of Artists, and later a
director.

His most outstanding works in Portland are the north window in

the First Baptist Church, and all the windows of the Temple Beth Israel
Synagogue.
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TRINITY EPISCOPAL
On June 1, 1947, Lansing E. Kempton, D.O., delivered a dedication

address for the installation of the west circular window--the last
Connick window to be installed.

His address was printed by the Church.

Mr. Connick was considered the greatest master of light and color
in stained glass, in our generation. We wished to avoid the mistakes made in many churches having badly designed, unrelated,
heterogeneous windows, giving the effect of a crazy quilt and
stifling, rather than stimulating, the spirit of worship • • • We
also wished to avoid the horrible so-called art glass windows of
the later 19th and 20th century. The art glass windows belonged to
that period in which glassmen left their own region of poetic
splendor in jewelled design and joined the painters of pictures.
The dreamers and poets of light were replaced by literal minded
manipulators of glass and paint. The realistic effects of paint
stopped the window's play of light and colors became tame. The
art glass windows stopped the light like heavy curtains, and
burried the real stained glass craft under an avalanche of mawkish
prettiness and sweet ugliness, often depicting waterfalls, sheep,
trees, sweet maidens and even the faces of members of one's family
on the bodies of angels, ,madonnas and saints. From this terrible
period, Mr. Connick and others have sought to lead us out, and as
a result, the United States today can boast of the greatest makers
of stained glass. The American craftsman have raised the art to
new and transcendent heights.
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Calligraphy
Special thanks to the pen of Ms. Betty Lou Bennett, whose work
provides the human warmth in an otherwise desolate expanse of type.
The first section is written in the Carolingian alphabet, which was
in use between the ninth and twelfth centuries. One of the outstanding
characteristics of the Caroline was its careful distinction between
different styles for different purposes. It developed from an interest
in copying early manuscripts especially classical Latin literature.
The second section is written in italics, which are based on the
letterings of fifteenth century Italian scribes. Italics are in turn
indebted to the Carolingian Miniscule.

